
Brierley Hill Civic Hall 

Report from consultation event 3/3/15 

 

Introduction 

The consultation event was organised to 

include current users of the Civic in a morning 

session and an invited array of potential and 

interested user groups in the afternoon. The 

hall had several tables where specific topics 

were discussed all designed to provide 

constructive feedback, excite and inspire 

thinking and raise the profile of the Civic through its brand and image. 

The comments below reflect the views, comments and wishes of the 60 or so 

representatives of organisations, colleges, schools and promoters who attended what was a 

lively and productive event.  

1. Involvement and Communication 

 WEBSITE: There was general agreement from both current user groups and those who 

would wish to use the venue that the current ‘web presence’ for the civic was poor, non- 

specific and lost in the ‘general’ website. Many societies and organisations have their own 

websites and it was suggested that there had been missed opportunities to link to these and 

enhance promotion of events and the venue. A shared ‘what’s on’ page would enable 

reciprocal advertising of group’s activities and events and should be considered as a matter 

of priority. 

MARKETING: There was general consent to reciprocal marketing activities across 

organisations particularly the Amateur Dramatic societies. Several commented on the poor, 

or lack of availability, for posters and banners. It was mentioned that banners had 

previously been allowed on the roof space and alongside the walls of the hall. Current user 

groups felt strongly that there was little support to market their events and it was left 

largely to them to get ‘bums on seats’. 

INVOLVEMENT: There was a general willingness to look at the viability of a loyalty scheme 

which could include a ‘season ticket’ offer. In other words the societies and current users 

would consider a ticket offer to cover all of their productions. There was desire to create a 

‘Friends of’ group that could support the general management of the venue in some areas. 

Many comments were made in both morning and afternoon sessions that this consultation 

activity could have been organised previously and questioned why it hadn’t been done. 

Clearly there was an appetite to be involved in demonstrable and constructive dialogue. 

2. Infrastructure and Appearance 



We asked those who attended to suggest how the venue could be improved and invited 

wide ranging comment some of which could be considered in the current budgetary climate 

and some not. There was a clear distinction between those who use the venue making 

specific comment and others offering general advice to improve the facility. From the 

current user groups:  

 It is ridiculous not to have plugs and electrical supply to the dressing rooms in a ‘modern; 

venue. This is a need that should be addressed. Equally internet and Wi-Fi capacity is a ‘no-

brainer’. User groups ‘tweet’ and ‘stream’ their events and in today’s communication rich 

world it is a must have facility. Several comments were made about the quality of lighting 

particularly the ‘dead spots’ and also the quality of the sound deck were questioned. 

More general comments about the venue included: 

Users commented that there was need to make the place look ‘more like a theatre’ and not 

a hall. The college offered the possibility of using students taking trades vocations to re-

decorate particular areas and undertake maintenance, under supervision, as part of their 

coursework. (DCVS have followed up on this and would like to take up the offers made). The 

venue needs to be made more welcoming and friendly. It was the view that it is a functional 

venue not a ‘want to go to’ venue. Questions were raised about areas being ‘sponsored’ to 

raise necessary funds to make improvements e.g. The Enville Bar? Dudley B.S., dressing 

rooms? The college also offered to display students work in the bar or foyer to showcase 

their talent and improve the appearance of the venue. It was also felt that if the civic is the 

home of the Am Dram societies you wouldn’t know that if you walked in. Why are there not 

pictures of previous performances or stars who have appeared at the civic displayed on 

walls again it was felt strongly this would both improve the appearance and establish the 

Hall as a venue for events. 

3. Hospitality  

A number of comments were made about catering and hospitality at the Civic and varied 

between actual experience and more constructive comment about the provision that users 

felt should be available. It is true to say that there were few, if any, comments that 

supported a feeling of a welcoming or friendly culture that guests would report. The need 

for a coffee bar was clear and one that catered during events. Several comments about 

catering were made reflecting an inconsistent reporting of what was available or could be 

available was evident. (DCVS have followed up with Environmental Health in relation to 

comments made to clarify for potential clients what is legal and possible. It is clear that the 

advice from Env. health differs from current understanding given to users) It is clear that 

there is need for a catering offer in order to make the venue a better proposition for a 

greater variety of events and audiences.  

Several comments were made about the hospitality and welcome created by the venue. 

Several attendees reported disappointment and frustration at not being able to gain entry 

until a hitherto unknown time. Frustration angered by that time not coinciding with evening 



car parking costs – comments about left hand and right hand, money making council and 

insensitivity to users were heard. 

4. Future uses and suggestions 

There were an eclectic variety of suggestions for future events that Dudley residents wished 

to see at the civic ranging from Burlesque events, the current offering of amateur dramatic 

societies, cabaret nights, comedy nights, markets, exhibitions, dance festival, rock the 

bands. Beer festival, vintage fayre,’ pop up events’, policeman’s ball (better ask the 

neighbours!), music and culture, evening identity, schools prize giving/ awards nights and 

more. 

Suggestions were made that DCVS become the booking facility – several attendees reported 

a poor booking experience with too much emphasis on health and safety throughout the 

process and in the access and use of the venue.  

There was a clear desire for more activities during the day and an inclusive approach to the 

community. Suggestions included: healthy food café, exhibition space for local artists, cyber 

café for students, health classes, and sports activities for young people and other 

engagement activities for this age group, tea dances, fashion shows and more. 

There were also comments about access to the building and parking in particular. The issue 

for many is the constraint that current parking policy places on community groups who wish 

to access the facility. If we are to increase community ownership and usage of the facility 

access needs to be made easier and parking charges appropriate for community and 

voluntary groups considered. The suggestion of concessionary passes for events was made 

to enable disabled clients who would require parking not to be financially excluded. 

Summary 

The consultation event in itself was welcomed and a desire for further events of this nature 

was requested. This will enable DCVS to connect with its audiences and receive feedback on 

events or changes as we move forward with the venue. We are following up with 

organisations and individuals to secure future events and taking forward an agenda of 

change to address the issues that were raised. A future consultation event is being planned 

for June. It is important to DCVS that all partners are included in the consultation and in the 

follow-up work to address concerns and to engage with user groups. DMBC support to 

enable this is important and welcome in all aspects. 

David Darlaston – 18/03/15 


